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Personal Injury CV
Overview

Emma has developed an extensive personal injury practice involving 
complex and valuable personal injury litigation. 

She has experience of the full range of injuries including brain, 
spinal, amputations and fatalities. Emma has also worked on multi-
party actions including those arising out of product liability and 
accidents abroad.

She acts for insurers across a broad range of policies, including motor, 
where dishonesty is in issue. She has previously appeared in high 
profile fraud trials lasting many months in the criminal courts and her 
civil clients appreciate this breadth of expertise and aptitude for cross 
examination.

Emma also has expertise in issues of professional liability arising out 
of injury litigation. 

She has very quickly established herself as one of the leading juniors 
on the circuit. Recommendations from her peers in Chambers and 
Partners for the last four years are testament to her popularity and 
tenacity in Court.

Emma Louise Bennett

Call 2004

Clerks’ Details

 Kate Heald

 0113 203 1983

 

 Nicole Haigh 

 0113 203 1975

Memberships
• Personal Injury Bar Association
• Health and Safety Lawyers Association
• Fraud Lawyers Association
• Fraud Lawyers in the North Association

Education
• Nottingham Law School - Law LLB
•  Sheffield Law School – Medical Law 

and Ethics LLM Distinction
•  Northumbria University  

– Bar Vocational Course
•  Kaplan Law School  

– Direct Access Qualified
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Recommendations

The Legal 500:

2018/19 - “She quickly masters a case and her clients love her.”

2017 - “Her organisational skills and attention to detail are admirable.”

2016 - “A fantastic barrister, who puts her clients at ease and wins over juries.”

Chambers and Partners:

2017 - “Her relationship with clients is very good. She is a robust advocate, but in a 
reassuringly calm way.” “She’s great on her feet and can stand her ground.” 

2016  - “Emma is incredibly hard-working and a delight to work with. She takes away the 
solicitor burden in the amount of work she takes on.”

2015 – “A go-to barrister, she loves a scrap and she usually wins!”

2014 – “A strong junior with wide-ranging experience across fraud, sexual offences, 
serious violence and drugs matters.”

2013 – “Having arrived from London has made her presence felt…One solicitor 
commenting that she is a “real fighter and a rising star”.


